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CHRIS STRAAYER

Cinema's double standard regarding nudity has fixed opposing
modes of sexual signification for women and men Certain makeup
and costume styles have conventionally coded a woman's surface as
sexual and announced her sex. At the same time, also
conventionally, her sex has a relatively high chance of being
displayed explicitly at another time in the movie. The eventual
availability of her breasts and other sexual areas as cinematic
rewards have insured, by temporal contiguity, the essential content
of her 'mask'.

In contrast, the historic absence from view of the penis in cinema
has allowed the male body an independence from sexual anatomical
verification It is his charging about that has identified a male film
character as male, yet it is his penis that has invested him with the
cultural right to charge about - the signifier in absentia. Richard
Dyer and Peter Lehman have written about the difficulty of
maintaining the penis-phallus alliance in case the penis is seen
onscreen 2 In actuality, the penis (man's hidden 'nature') cannot
compare to the phallus (man's cultural power) It is the generic
narrative threat of bodily exposure, as much as his 'feminization' via
costume, that has 'emasculated' the male crossdresser, i.e., castrated
his symbolic phallus, in temporary transvestite films such as Some
Like It Hot (1959, Billy Wilder) and Tootsie (1982, Sidney Pollack).3

At the level of performance, feminine garb ironically both
accentuates the male's secondary sex characteristics, thus signalling
his 'nature', and keeps his genital biology out of view.

What I want to emphasize here is that, in classical cinema
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representation, female sexuality is actually present both in the
masquerade of femininity and in the female body, whereas male
sexuality is doubly absent. It is present on the male body but
remains unseen and therefore unavailable When symbolized as the
phallus, power displaces sexuality rather than delivers it. It is this
'visible difference' that (although traditionally undermined by comic
constructions) allows the male crossdresser the potential for an
intense double-signification of sexuality, containing both macho male
sexuality via the unseen penis, and female sexuality displaced onto
visible display via masquerade.

This potential is most evidenced by a contemporary phenomenon
in popular culture that contests the traditional conditions and
compromises of crossdressing in mass media - the appropriation of
female coding by a male performer as a straightforward empowering
device, rather than an emasculating comic ploy This transgressive
figure, which I term the She-man, is glaringly bi-sexed rather than
obscurely androgynous or merely bisexual Rather than undergoing
a downward gender mobility, he has enlarged himself with feminine
gender and female sexuality

In Mother Camp Esther Newton relates the drag queen's reliance
on visible contradictions, as opposed to the transvestite's attempt to
pass as the other sex.4 Laying bare his feminine masquerade by
baring a hairy chest, the drag queen makes obvious the superficiality
and arbitrariness of gender costuming. But in Pink Flamingos (1972,
John Waters), a 'transbreastite' squeezes this contradiction onto the
body, disrupting sexual as well as gender signification The sight of
'his' hormonally-produced breasts is followed by 'his' exposed penis,
an incongruity that outgrows its own binary opposition

In The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975, Jim Sharman),
bisexual, transsexual Dr Frank N Furter (Tim Curry) makes
lipstick look macho and undulates a black garter belt in aggressive,
seductive exhibitionism In Pink Flamingos, a nude male dancer
executes anal acrobatics with phallic nerve and Medusan humour,
and Divine puts a steak between her legs to simultaneously parody
the rhetoric of women as meat and embody the taboo of
menstruation, thus pushing the transgression of sex beyond anatomy
to physiology In La Ley de Deseo/Law of Desire (1987, Pedro
Almodovar), the 'slutty', male-to-female transsexual Tina (played by
a woman - Carmen Maura), under a jet of water and clinging dress,
harks back to a classical harlot, then lajer outslugs a policeman like
a 'real' man - or a real 'woman' In Shadey (1987, Philip Saville),
Oliver (Anthony Sher), a 'woman trapped in a man's body', is
stabbed in the testicles with a kitchen knife and responds with a
look of jouissance

Today, sex role stereotypes are 'up for grabs' The attitude of
Tina Turner's 'What's Love Got To Do With It?' has reversed the
sexual expressivity (cries of sexual oppression) once embodied in
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Janis Joplin's screeching romantic masochism. And. in her 'One 
Man Show'. Grace Jones' 'feeling like a woman, looking like a 
man'. gives a new bodily relevance to Marlene Dietrich's 
transvcstism/persona. In Consuming Passions. Judith Williamson 
describes the firm. narrow-hipped. boyish body of transsexual Tula 
(who appears in the Smirnoff Loch Ness advert) as a contemporary 
blueprint for women - 'the male form as the ideal for females' 
according to the body image industry of modelling, photography, 
and fashion.5 In the era of music television, both Boy George and 
Michael Jackson make louder scenes as Boy-Girls. 

Rather than diminishing his phallic power. o r  amplifying it via a 
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contrast with weakness, female coding inserts additional strength
into the She-man The male body's 'staying power' remains
unchallenged by feminine dress, makeup and gestures which, in
media, have become one and the same with female sexuality. More
indexical than symbolic, the feminine costume utilizes conventions of
spatial and temporal contiguity to actually deliver its referent. Much
as the bulge in Tim Curry's corset indexes his male sex, the
determined geometry of his bra and garters bestows a female
anatomy on him The power of the She-man, then, is expressly
sexual.
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Origins of the She-man

Sexuality in male and female images
An obvious question now arises as to the origins of this feminine
power Is not the phallus the dominant signifier, which defines
woman by her lack9 Is not the penis the dominant sexual signifier,
reigning by virtue of a proclaimed anatomical visibility (which
nevertheless remains hidden in media except for pornography's
privileged ejaculation shot) that supports its own invisible visibility
with an exaggerated persona - the Freudian phallic symbol9

Writing about second generation Victorian women who were
presumed to be empty of sexuality, Esther Newton has argued that
male clothing served as a means for women to proclaim their de
facto sexuality

The bourgeois woman's sexuality proper was confined to its
reproductive function; the uterus was its organ But as for lust,
'the major current in Victorian sexual ideology declared that
women were passionless and asexual, the passive objects of male
sexual desire . ' Sex was seen as phallic, by which I mean that,
conceptually, sex could only occur in the presence of an imperial
and imperious penis 6

Thus the signification of sexuality was under male control
Ironically, women had to declare/display their own active libidos
through male clothing codes

How then is the contemporary She-man sexually empowered by
female coding? How did female imagery come to signify sexuality
and power? Since the Victorian age, major shifts in sexual positions
have occured, partly as a result of sexology, sexual liberation, and
the feminist and gay movements Whether 'on our backs' or 'off our
backs', our female sexual responses and desires are now seen as
powerful No longer only feared, female sexuality is envied.

Ironically, cinema's sexual imaging of woman is also partly
responsible for making possible a representation of femaleness as
sexual power Following a long history of visual representations that
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established woman's borly as the conventional marker of sexual
difference, cinema made this body the carrier of sexuality in both
the film's visuals and narrative. Woman's image became the visible
site of sexuality that was obtained by the male hero, i.e , male
sexuality was projected onto, represented by, and obtainable
through her body. Although quite different than the Victorian
woman who announced her sexuality via the male image, woman's
'sexual' image in classical cinema similarly potentiated an involuted
image of sexual power

The most forceful paradigms for active female sexuality - which
deconstruct involution and assert realignment - are found in
contemporary women's performance art where artists boldly expose
their bodies for purposes of direct address. Such bodily discourse
constructs both a new 'speaking subject' position and an aesthetics
of female sexual presence Two concepts relating to the She-man's
origin can be narrativized In practice, however, the two seem
inseparable. The first is the story of the phallic femme which evolves
from the feminine masquerade; the second story is that of the
Medusan femme which evolves from the female body. These are the
two powers that are appropriated by the She-man and merge in his/
her signifying formation. Feminism and feminist artists, rather than
popular culture and She-men performers, must be credited for this
empowerment of the feminine

By using this term post

feminist' I do not wish to imply

that we have given up on or

moved past feminism Rather

with its permeation throughout

American culture it is now

possible for feminist practice to

be taken for granted and

feminist thought quoted as

rhetoric When dogma

approaches kitsch perhaps only

humour provides the necessary

distance and self-reflexivity to

combat stasis

The phallic femme
A first narrative might be that, in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
second-wave feminists (in dress-for-success suits) abandoned
'femininity', disrupting feminine signification to steal the phallus,
which, soon afterwards, they laterally passed on to self-conscious
feminist femmes (in leather miniskirts). Thus they created, via a
process quite the reverse of fetishism, the phallic-femme whose
phallus was locked into a revived feminine mode of signification. To
steal it back, the male performer now assumes a post-feminist drag.
When successful, he becomes the She-man, his phallic power
marked in the feminine.

Early in the present feminist era, Lynda Benghs attacked the art
world's discrimination against women with a self-portrait in
Artforum (December 1974) in which she 'props' a dildo onto her
nude body. Thus she effectively identified the phallus as the basic
qualification for artistic success and explicitly collapsed the phallus
with the penis - via body/object/photo collage art

Now, in the 'post-feminist' era,7 women spike their hair to match
their heels, a generation of daughters dons fifties pink lipstick to
'talk back' to the silence imposed on their mothers, crosses hang
purple from ears instead of pearl from necks - i e , skirts are worn
(and torn) self-refiexively Now, when a male character stalks the
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night 'as a woman' the cffcct is not a classic comedy of misidentity. 
but a drama of the phallic prostitute - the gigolo. 

In 'Film and the Masquerade'. Mary Ann Doane describes the 
feminine masquerade as a distancing device. 

The masquerade, in flaunting femininity, holds it  at a distance. 
Womanliness is a mask which can be worn or removed. The 
masquerade's resistance to patriarchal positioning would therefore 
lie in its denial of the production of femininity as closeness, as 
presence-to-itself, as. precisely. imagistic. The transvestite adopts 
the sexuality of the other - the woman becomes a man in order to 
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attain the necessary distance from the image Masquerade, on the
other hand, involves a realignment of femininity, the recovery, or
more accurately, simulation, of the missing gap or distance. To
masquerade is to manufacture a lack in the form of a certain
distance between oneself and one's image . ..

The very fact that we can speak of a woman 'using' her sex or
'using' her body for particular gains is highly significant - it is not
that a man cannot use his body in this way but that he doesn't
have to The masquerade doubles representation; it is constituted
by a hyperbohsation of the accoutrements of femininity.8

Through an excess of femininity, then, woman stands back from her
image in order to read it better. The pertinent question to this
discussion is where does woman's 'sexuality' reside in this
improbable separation - in the cultural construction of femininity
which she now consciously manipulates as a 'persona', or in some
nature within her but beyond her reading? This question parallels
the situation of women in language. Can women better speak by
parodying patriarchal language (Benghs's phallic femme), or by
narrating their own sexual bodies (the Medusan femme)9

The Medusan femme
A second process, which can be postulated to explain the feminine
power that the She-man usurps, spans this distance between culture
and nature. Vagina envy, as evidenced in some She-men, suggest
that female sexuality is challenging the phallus's position as the
dominant signifier. In her early feminist performance Interior Scroll
(1975), Carolee Schneemann defended the suitability of personal
experience as material for art by reading a 'diary' scroll (with)drawn
from her vagina.9 Thus she asserted the female body to be a
producer of meaning

Female sexuality is now neither simply the sign of lack, as Laura
Mulvey has identified it, inciting castration anxiety and thus
necessitating fetishization and narrative punishment, nor a generator
of signs within Levi-Strauss's parameters "> It is rather a primary
signifier erupting into culture like a volcano in the suburbs Like the
laughing Medusa, described by Helene Cixous,11 who haughtily
displays her sex to men's horrified reactions, the Medusan femme
provides a paradigm for an empowering bodily address
Furthermore, this 'imagined' figure exerts a specifically feminine
body-signifying process - a multiplying, questioning, digressing,
fragmenting language that corresponds to the indefinable plurality of
female sexuality spread over a woman's body - described by Luce
Ingaray

So woman does not have a sex organ? She has at least two of
them, but they are not identifiable as ones Indeed she has many
more Her sexuality, always at least double, goes even further it
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is plural. Is this the way culture is seeking to characterize itself
now9

[Wjoman has sex organs more or less everywhere. She finds
pleasure almost anywhere Even if we refrain from invoking the
hystericization of her entire body, the geography of her pleasure is
far more diversified, more multiple in its differences, more
complex, more subtle, than is commonly imagined - in an
imaginary rather too narrowly focused on sameness . .

Thus what [women] desire is precisely nothing, and at the same
time everything. Always something more and something else
besides that one - sexual organ, for example - that you give them,
attribute to them Their desire is often interpreted, and feared, as
a sort of insatiable hunger, a voracity that will swallow you whole.
Whereas it really involves a different economy more than anything
else, one that upsets the linearity of a project, undermines the
goal-object of a desire, diffuses the polarization toward a single
pleasure, disconcerts fidelity to a single discourse .12

Finally rebelling against the symbolic order, contemporary sexual
culture demands a 'plural' sight/site that can be seen and felt The
phallus, a mere abstraction which hides the organ which might go
limp, is a holdover from the Victorian age Today's Medusan femme
expresses her sexuality with her entire body, spreading and kicking
her legs to join the postmodern laughter

Female authorship and male exhibitionism in musical performance.
In 'Form and Female Authorship in Music Video', Lisa Lewis has
written about the opportunity afforded to female musicians by the
music video form. Not only does their singing role suggest
authorship and assign narrative importance to them, but they are
able via performance strategies to express gender-specific attitudes
or viewpoints She states

Female musicians are actively participating in making the music
video form work in their interest, to assert their authority as
producers of culture and to air their views on female genderhood
The generic emphasis in music video on using the song as a
soundtrack, together with the centrahty of the musician's image
in the video, formally support the construction of female
authorship .

Many female musicians have proved to be quite adept at
manipulating elements of visual performance in their video act,
thereby utilizing music video as an additional authorship tool In
'What's Love Got To Do With IP', the gestures, eye contact with
the camera and with other characters, and the walking style of
Tina Turner add up to a powerful and aggressive on-screen
presence '3

This new visual music format requires specific performance talents
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from male musicians as well As Richard Goldstein states in 'Tube
Rock How Music Video Is Changing Music', they have to learn to
communicate with their bodies

Tube rock forces musicians to act. Not that they haven't been
acting since Jerry Lee Lewis learned to stomp on a piano and
Chuck Berry essayed his first duckwalk; but on MTV, musicians
have to emote the way matinee idols once did if they're to
establish the kind of contact tube rockers covet - the heightened
typology of a classic movie star. What once made a rock
performer powerful - the ability to move an arena with broad
gesture and precision timing - has been supplanted by a new
strategy the performer must project in close-up."

Because of their different relations to bodily expression, then,
females and males have adjusted differently to the music video
form. While MTV's emphasis on body and presence seems to have
provided women performers an avenue for gaining authorship, males
have attempted to 'master' the facial expression of sensuality as well
as the language of exhibitionism, efforts which have themselves
recast gender and asked new questions about sexuality. As Simon
Fnth writes in Music for Pleasure,

The most important effect of gender-bending was to focus the
problem of sexuality onto males In pop, the question became,
unusually, what do men want? And as masculinity became a
packaging problem, then so did masculine desire . . . On video,
music can be mediated through the body directly 15

These passages from three authors suggest that the music video
form has produced new positions for both female and male
performers. These repositionings often result in ambiguous reversals,
such as that evident in two Bananarama videos, 'I Can't Help It'
and 'Love in the First Degree' In each video, the three female
vocalists sing in the first person, to the camera/viewers as well as to
a male 'you' within the fictional performance space In each, the
male body is exploited as visual object at the same time as lyrics
admit female dependency 'I can't help it', Bananarama sings as a
shirtless male dances. 'I'm captivated by your honey Move your
body I need you. I won't give up'. Similarly, as a group of males
dance in prison-striped briefs and crop-tops, the 'fully dressed'
female Bananarama tno sings, 'Only you can set me free'. As one
of these singers shakes a dancer's head and then pushes him away,
they continue, 'cause I'm guilty of love in the first degree'. The
men's bare legs contrast strikingly with the women's covered legs
The number ends with the men down on their hands and knees

This 'nouveau' reversal of subjectivity and exhibitionism between
female and male performers incorporates ambiguity to satisfy
multiple audience identifications and desires. When the She-man
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collects all this ambiguity on 'his' body, subjectivity and
exhibitionism reverberate in a contradictory assemblage of gender
and sexual codes In this case the male performer adopts sexualised
female body language to achieve a powerful exhibitionistic
subjectivity

The She-man: displacing the heterosexual narrative
What happens, then, when the male - metaphonc possessor of the
dominant, if out-of-style, signifier - exercises his prerogative to
appropriate the phallic femme's masquerade or the Medusan body7

He finds himself a split personality, a schizophrenic sign, a media
image combining disbelief and an aesthetic of his-tenc, nchocheting
signifiers - a She-man, whose sexual power depends not on the
ostensibly stable male body but on embraced incongruity He finds
himself the site of a nervous breakdown, the utter collapse of the
most basic structuring device, i e male/female binary opposition,
into postmodern irrelevance.

The She-man's performance engulfs and rewrites the conventional
heterosexual narrative, suturing the viewer into unending alterations
of absence and presence, desire and pleasure. First we see a woman
Where's the man? Then we see a man. Where's the woman?
Simultaneously we are given the pleasures of reading conventionally
and subverting convention. The woman is the man. The She-man is
the shot-reverse shot Performance is the nouveau narrative
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The postmodern She-man in postmodern video

The video medium: modernist concerns
The particularly postmodern sexual imagery of the She-man is
especially prevalent in youth music culture. Ironically, a discussion
of the She-man in music videos and video art calls for a return to
modernist concerns For two reasons, the video medium is especially
suitable for the She-man's scheme. Historically, video art has shown
an affinity with performance art, perhaps because of what Rosalind
Krauss called the medium's property of narcissism 16 Secondly, as
Douglas Davis has pointed out, the experience of viewing the small
video monitor contains its own particular physicahty that seems
appropriate for performance 17

Rather than being swept away by film's large screen, video
viewers maintain a sense of their own physicality. Instead of
identifying with some larger-than-life idealized (Lacaman) 'mirror'
image, video viewers experience the medium's (McLuhanesque)
tactility, or its subtle existentialism as Davis describes it When they
do use it as a mirror, as Krauss suggests, it is not to mistake
themselves for ideal images, but to check their makeup

Video's mobile viewers, whether in their living rooms or in dance
bars, are less likely to feel that they are dreaming than cruising
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Video music especially benefits from the viewing logistics of the
medium, engaging viewers in a physical/rhythmic identification.
Rather than an empty vessel for emphatic identification, the
performer is a surrogate dance partner. Very often this is reinforced
by a performance aesthetics of movement - the artist's continual
movement interacts with and against the editing and camera
movement 18

She-man constructions in video artworks and music videos
An examination of several independent video artworks and
commercial music videos will demonstrate the above ideas A
variety of ways in which She-men appropriate the female can be
enumerated by focusing on performance and bodily imagery rather
than narrative or music.

John Scarlett-Davis's A Trip Through the Wardrobes of the Mind
(5 minutes, colour, 1983, U.K ) displays gender bending as a style
played out in dress, hair style, gestures, and the body. Sex is
essentially coopted by style, resulting in the sexy rather than the
sexual. A series of characters in a gender-range of fashions strike
poses and perform dances while glancing at the camera/audience
A young man in a black leather vest kisses the tattoo on his
shoulder. Another young man in a skirt paints a triangle on his
stomach.

In John Greyson's The Kipling Trilogy: Perils of Pedagogy (5
minutes, colour, 1984, Canada), the 'female's' position as object of
the erotic gaze is appropriated by a young male character who
flounts himself exhibitionistically before the camera and another
character - his male mentor. This implies a connection between the
desire usually directed at women and a desire directed at both male
and female youth. In a typically gay pantomime, this boy
appropriates a woman's voice, assisted technologically as her song
('To Sir With Love') is slowed down to lower the pitch. Similarly,
by camera positioning, the boy is turned on his side, i.e ,
technologically 'laid'

In Richard Fung's Chinese Characters (21 minutes, colour, 1986,
Canada), the male artist video-keys himself into a clip from a
pornographic film where he poses as the lure for a desiring stud His
presence as both performer and character constructs two different
identificatory positions for us Elsewhere in the tape, he tells how he
learned to make appropriate sounds during sex by listening to
women in porn movies. A generic emphasis on the porn stud's large
penis is juxtaposed with the artist/character's emphatic fondling of
his own nipples Hardcore pornography is the only genre that
consistently shows the penis. Its convention of large penises can be
'seen' as an attempt to uphold the phallus in the realm of the
physical. Performance and technology collaborate in this tape to
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create a She-man whose breasts are the visual equivalent of the porn 
star's 'cock'. 

In his music video 'Boys keep Swinging', David Bowie appears as 
lead singer as well as (in drag) three backup female singers. As a 
man he sings, 'Nothing stands in your way when you're a boy. . . . 
Other boys check you out.  . . . You get a girl. . . . Boys keep 
swinging. Boys always work it out'. As the female chorus, he echoes 
himself with. 'Boys!' The video ends, not on the handsome Bowie in 
suit and tie. but with each of the three female singers walking 
forward on a stage. The first two dramatically remove their wigs and 
smear their lipstick with the backs of their hands as if attempting to 
wipe it off. The third is an older female character who walks slowly 
with a cane. Rather than following the actions of the other two, she 
blows a kiss to the cameralaudience, thus ensuring an open ending 
to this already ambiguous declaration about gender. 

In the music video 'Walk Like a Man'. Divine achieves the most 
complete genderlsexual transformation - via costume, makeup, 
gestures, and look 'suggestive' of Mae West.19 As Divine stands on 
a wagonlcar singing, swinging. and whipping her imaginary horses, 
the camera places viewers in the position of the missing horses. 
Combined with the video medium's maintenance of the viewer's 
physicality, this situates them well for her whipping. The diegetic 
audience encourages viewers to 'join in' the song. yet when we do, 
we enter into camp S&M theatre. 

The examples of appropriation in these video works demonstrate 
a tentative collapse of the phallic femme and the Medusan femme 
on the male body. Female sexuality originally camed either by the 



masquerade or  by the body abandons these boundaries to  slip back 
and forth between the male body and his masquerade, constantly 
threatening to engulf and dissolve him. For example. Divine's 
costume is a masquerade that generates a womb onlin hisher 
body. 

Interestingly, a trace of masculinity is deliberately maintained in 
all these works. as if this threatened engulfment necessitates the shy 
penis to  peek out: Under his dress, the man in A Trip Through the 
Wardrobes of the Mind wears pants. In Perils of Pedagogy, the penis 
of the flirting. feminized boy is once shown and once indexed by a 
bulge in his undershorts. The eroticization of nipples supplements 
rather than displaces the 'masculinized' anatomy of the 'well- 
endowed' porn star in Chinese Characters. Though triply female. 
Bowie's drag personas ostensibly serve to back up the real Bowie - 
the GQ male. As Divine swings her hips. a cut-in shot briefly 
focuses on a male masturbatory gesture she enacts with horses reins. 

It can be argued that via mechanisms of 'the look'. the young 
male (gigolo) in Perils of Pedagogy is 'womanized'. Furthermore, 
his receiving body is emphasized when he points at his open mouth 
and turns over to offer his ass. However, these receiving gestures 
are balanced by the presence of the penis. This co-presence. o r  
balance. creates the internal distance which establishes his image as 
bi-sexed rather than transsexual. This internal distance insures both 
masculinity and femininity. 

Divine's very corporality. the accenting of her stomach by the 
'outline' design of her costume, tends to posit the woman in hisher  
body. By not showing hislher anatomy. he moves his image from 
transvestite to  transsexual. The rapid editing between different 
subject-camera distances mimics a fort-da game, which, combined 
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with her whipping action, suggests Divine also as the phallic mother 
in relation to the audience.m 

Examples of She-man imagery in several additional music videos 
will further demonstrate the construction of this bi-sexed figure. In 
Dead or Alive's 'Save You All My Kisses', the lead (male) singer 
appears extremely androgynous but emanates a distinctly feminine 
sexual energy. This sexuality is both emphasized and kept separate 
by a silver codpiece prominently shown during a vertical track up 
hidher body. Also signalling maleness is his Adam's apple. 
Coexisting female signals include hislher dominatrix whip and long, 
obviously styled hair. Dressed in black leather jacket and tights, he1 
she walks. dances, and sings in front of a wire fence while a gang of 
boys climb the fence attempting to get at hirnlher. Their enthusiastic 
approach displays much ambivalence - they seem both attracted to 
and repelled by hidher .  At times their postures and glances seem 
to signify lust, but at other times they seem to be mocking hirnlher. 
While one holds and swings his baseball bat in a way that threatens 
a fag-bashing. another rips open his t-shirt as if stripping for h i d  
her. A male alter-ego is also present, also dressed in black leather 
and resembling his female counterpart cxecpt that he wcars more 
masculine pants. presents a more masculine posture, and cames a 
baseball bat. Again it  is unclear whether he is attracted to 'her' or 
threatening to attack 'her'. The contradictory reactions of this 
diegetic audience emphasize and confirm the She-man as 
simultaneously female and male. 

I t  should be noted that. although gay audiences may have more to 
gain from the She-man's radical display of gender and sex 
constructions. the She-man is not a gay figure. nor an effeminate 
male. nor a hermaphrodite. The She-man, as enacted by both gay 
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and straight performers, is a fully functional figuration signifying 
womanlman. 

This uncompromising ambiguity of the She-man, created by 
simultaneous female and male presence, also exists in Mike Monroe 
of Hanoi Rocks. During a performance of 'Taxi Driver', he seems 
to combine two sexes without neutralizing them. As he performs 
both male and female gestures - in makeup and androgynous 
clothing - a doubling of sexes occurs which increases sexuality and 
produces a bi-sexed rather than bisexual image. 

In 'Cry and Be Free', Marilyn uses cross-gender movements - a 
sort of Barbra Streisand positioning of head and shoulders - that 
epitomize her progression of the masquerade beyond costume and 
makeup to gestures and posturing. This is a progression which is 
basic to the She-man's 'upgrading' of transvestism from gender- 
crossing to sex-crossing. The eroticization of Marilyn's bare male 
breasts by movements of reclining and arching in combination with 
'her' fcmale-coded diverted glances make visual the concept of a 
woman in a man's body. 

Finally, Swans' video 'A Screw' uses a split screen and mirrored 
imagery to produce a receptive openness in a male body, 
particularly at the sites of mouth, abdomen and buttocks. The 
vagina imagery made obvious in 'A  Screw' is also hinted at in some 
other of the video artworks and music videos discussed here, e.g., in 
A Trip Through the Wardrobes of the Mind. when the young male 
paints a triangle on his bare stomach. Like Divine in 'Walk Like a 
Man'. the She-man in 'A Screw' creates a womb odin his body; 
however the Vidrodrorne-like vaginal imagery here has a rougher 
aggressivity than that created by Divine's frilly dress. 
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Conclusion: can we do it too? 

In The Desire ro Desire, an analysis of 1940s women's films. Mary 
Ann Doane identifies proper makeup and dress as indicators of a 
woman's stable narcissism.n Should that makeup be smcared or  that 
dress torn. the woman is marked with the pathetic condition of 
impaired narcissism - either too much self-love, o r  the audacious 
desiring (otherising) of another. 

Narcissism becomes quite different. however. when two sexes are 
present in the same body - which can signal both heterosexual 
coupling and bisexuality. When Mike Monroe sweats through his 
makeup, it seems like a return of the male and signals a successsfl 
narcissism. Doane has argued a predilection in women for tactility 
and overidentification, in contrast to men's affinity to voyeurism and 
fetishism which both require distance.= By invalidating the concept 
of distance as separation. Mike Monroe's narcissistically bi-sexed 
figure makes overidentification a mute point. 
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Psycho-sexologists have long referred to penis envy in women and
described women ' s clitoris as an undeveloped penis Women have
been posit ioned alongside boys, their ' lack' diminishing them and
disqualifying them for adul thood. Tradit ionally, when crossdressing,
they achieved boyishness ra ther than manliness.

The obvious quest ion for future investigation on this subject is is
there a complementary bi-sexed figure, a reverse of the She-man,
built from woman ' s body and man ' s masquerade? I think not
Because female sexuality is conventionally imaged and indexed by
the female masquerade , and because the male ' cos tume '
conventionally serves to mask ra ther than index male (genital)
sexuality, there is no appropr ia t ion mechanism by which a 'he-
woman ' could be produced via masquerade alone Even more than
the She-man's use of gesture to make transvestism physical, the
incorporation of action is essential for a woman performer ' s
successful sex crossing In o rde r to construct an empowerment and
achieve a transgression similar to those of the She-man, women
would need to entirely disrupt the men act and women appear sex

23 John Berger. et ai ways of roles described by John Berger.2 3 In short , without also

Seems {London British appropriating 'male action', women's transvestism fails to achieve
Broadcasting Corporation 19721

p 47 the double sexuality of the She-man.
The portrai t of Madonna which appeared on the cover of the June

1990 issue of Interview magazine successfully employs reversal,
contradict ion, and action to disrupt gender and sex Wearing dark
lipstick, exaggerated eyelashes, fishnet stockings, hot pants , and a
polka-dot ted blouse with bell-shaped collar and cuffs, Madonna
thrusts forward her pelvis, grabs her crotch, and squeezes her thigh
muscle in a gesture that young men often use playfully to suggest a
gigantic-sized penis . Madonna ' s 'girlish' clowning around both
mocks machismo and use of the penis . By plagiarizing a male
fantasy, she ironically reassigns and complicates penis envy

Annie Lennox of Eurythmics deliberately recalls/retains the
female masquerade , when crossdressing, via her bright red lipstick -
which, even on young girls, signals adult female sexuality. This
lipstick sexualizes her image while her act of wearing a suit ( ra ther
than the mere presence of a suit) pushes it towards a bi-sexed
image Her assertive masculine behaviour - speech, gestures, and
posture - ' invests ' the suit with transgressive power Similarly, when
Lily Tomhn impersonates her character Tommy Velour, a working
class, Italian nightclub singer, 'her ' sexual come-ons to 'girls' in the
audience validate and sexualize the hair on 'his ' chest. These sexual
actions make T o m h n ' s act more transgressive than the image of
Kathar ine Hepburn wearing a false moustache in Sylvia Scarlett
(1935, George Cukor ) or Julie Andrews wearing a suit in
Victor/Victoria (1982, Blake Edwards)

Woman ' s ' counterpar t ' to the She-man would likely require
appropriat ion of male sexual prerogatives in two areas/actions First,
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she needs to trespass the boundanes of sexual segregation relating to
pornography and sexual information, erotica, expression of libido,
and sexual joking. (Here we might think of Mae West as
groundbreaking.) Second, she must aggressively expose the untamed
sexual imagery of her body For instance, her unruly mature pubic
hair contrasts sharply with the image of female genitals in
conventional pornography, where shaving or partially shaving pubic
hair converts a physical characteristic into masquerade and
constructs an (agist) image of feminine youth. Instead of a he-
woman, this transgressive figure might better be termed the 'She-
butch' In contrast to the She-man's image-actions (actions on
images), the She-butch would perform action-images (images
containing action).

Indeed, it is from the arena of avant-garde performance that the
She-butch will likely emerge Following the taboo-breaking work of
performance artists such as Lynda Benglis and Carolee Schneemann
Karen Finley appropriates male prerogatives in her 'id-speak'
performances. Dirty talk/dirty acts such as 'I Like to Smell the Gas
Passed from your Ass', 'I'm an Ass Man', and 'Don't Hang the
Angel' use the language of pornography for radical 'feminine'
misbehaviour.24 Another ripe for action figure, which I have termed
the 'nouveau lesbian butch', is the contemporary lesbian who self-
consciously deconstructs/constructs the male body via transgressive
sexual prostheses and practices.25 Whether such avant-garde/
underground trangressions will ever be reflected in mainstream
culture (as the She-man is to a limited degree) will no doubt depend
on economic determinants as well as on the media's ability to
negotiate/package the She-butch's sexual subjectivity in a way that
doesn't directly challenge society's prevailing concept of passive/
image/woman

Currently, the She-man is the most transgressive signifier of
sexuality in play, evident in popular music culture as well as
underground film and experimental video. This figure suggests the
collapse of the phallus as the dominant signifier and its replacement
by a new empowered female sexuality which cannot be reduced to
boyishness Such evidence of the phallic femme's effectivity and the
Medusan femme's signifying power signals a She-butch on the
horizon/edge Although he/she is him/herself an obvious result of
male prerogative, the She-man's dependency on female sexuality for
his/her power is also obvious. More importantly, the She-man
disrupts the very concept of male-female discontinuity Via his/her
appropriations of femininity, the She-man not only achieves a
postmodern dismantling of gender and sex differences but also
adopts a greater sexuality.
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